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Next Deadline for Articles: 
February 20, 1998 OR BEFORE. 

THANK YOU. 

Address for Stardust: Articles may be 
submitted by E-mail to: 

stardust@worldgate.com Or by mail I in 
person to: Harris (or Karen) Christian, 

1498 Knottwood Road North, Edmonton, 
Alberta T6K 2K1 . 



January has come and gone, no doubt setting 
a record in the process for most clouds. The resultant 
lack of stars and sunshine - likely in that order - has 
had a stifling effect on my psyche. Paradoxically, my 
depression lifted on the most claustrophobic of the 
late January days, when an ice fog reduced the 
visibility to about four lampposts distant. As I 
pondered my shrinking world , my thoughts reverted 
to the vastness of the hidden universe beyond, a 
concept that always produces a sensation of, 
somehow, belonging. My peace of mind restored, I 
nonetheless wished for an opportunity in the near 
future to revisit a dark sky with eyes refreshed . 

January has seen the election of a new Council 
which met for the first time on the 26th. Several 
enthusiastic newcomers were welcomed to a core 
group of returnees, and the portfolio pOSitions were 
routinely appOinted as per the slate on the back cover 
of Stardust. 

A few changes will start to emerge in 1998. 
For one thing, the five Councillors at large, who in the 
past had always been on a "without portfolio" basis, 
have each taken on specific duties. In several cases 
they will provide assistance to existing portfolios, 
which have become ever more burdensome as the 
Edmonton Centre continues to grow. Virtually all 
Council positions now have built-in support. David 
Prud'homme will be assisting New Member Advisor 
Cathy MacKinnon, Denis Boucher will be the right 
hand of Observing Group Chair Larry Wood, and Mike 
Hoskinson will provide "backup" for Software Librarian 
Alister Ling. Ed Newcombe will now be handling the 
administration of loaner scopes, and Ben Gendre will 
handle photographiC displays. This should make 
Council as a whole more accessible to the 
membership, and reduce bottlenecks previously 
endured through busy periods or the absence of a 
key person. Another change is the addition of a new 
position, that of Membership Secretary. George Gra-

ham has undertaken the duties that were previously 
handled by Mel and Betty Rankin as part of the 
Treasurer's function . George will be putting the Club's 
laptop computer through its paces as he automates 
the Edmonton Centre's system. If the problems en
countered by the University of Toronto Press when 
modernizing the national membership system are any 
indication, we can expect this process to incur a few 
growing pains. George deserves our patience and 
support as he develops the new methods. 

The March meeting will again be a Members' 
Night. It is hoped that it will include a couple of reports 
of members fortunate enough to experience the total 
eclipse of the Sun, which will occur over the Caribbean 
Sea on February 26. Members' nights provide an 
excellent opportunity for those who wish to get their 
feet wet in public speaking, as the agenda can include 
talks on a variety of subjects, which are generally 5 
to 15 minutes in length. If you have a topic of interest 
that you have been withholding due to a fear of 
standing up in front of a group, please reconsider. 
We have all had to cross that particular Rubycon at 
some pOint , which guarantees a sympathetic 
audience for first time speakers. Anybody who wishes 
to contribute to the March meeting , new and 
experienced speakers alike, please contact me at your 
earliest convenience. 

Finally, I would like to express on behalf of his 
many friends in the RASC, our get-well wishes to Tony 
(M77) Gardner. Tony suffered a serious heart attack 
in November, word of which was passed on to Council 
just the other day. I took the opportunity to call Tony, 
and was encouraged that he sounded as robust as 
ever, and that I could "hear" the twinkle in his eye as 
he regaled me with his usual stream of one-liners 
and pot shots. Tony says he still tires easily, but that 
his convalescence is going well, and he hopes to 
attend a meeting in the next month or two. We miss 
you, Tony, and hope to see you back among us soon. 
Clear skiesl 

- Bruce McCurdy 
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eoitorial. 

A Near CATastrophe 

It's great to be back in Stardust again. The e~itoria l page was placed on a brief hiatus last month for 
literal , not cosmic, considerations of space. So together, let's explore the astronomical significance of the 
editorial title. My home is now shared with a pair of three-month-old kittens who collectively ensure a continuum 
of adventure, motion, and above all , curiosity. The house interior design is a bi-Ievel, which has a railing along 
one side of the living room floor, next to the front entrance . Unlike other folks, but perhaps like some amateur 
astronomers, my 12.5" Dobsonian telescope resides on this lower entrance floor, next to the livingroom, and 
rising a little above the height of the living room railing. This railing has become a rite of passage for growing 
Kittens that continuously strive to best one another in feats of agility. The more assertive of the duo recently 
decided that it was time to leap upon, walk around and explore the top of the large, tubular object next to the 
railing ... After a frantic dash in response to the frenzied "MEWI" from a terrified feline, a kitten was rescued, 
and perhaps Barry Arnold missed out on the sale of a new 12.5" mirror. Landing on the spider and plastic bag 
dust cover, coupled with a healthy dose of fear and the inevitable grip of claws, my little friend kept from 
plunging down upon the primary mirror. Okay, I admit it. An SCT with its closed tube design, would have been 
superior to a reflector in this instance. No wonder they call them catadioptric scopes .. . 

In this month's issue, we feature a cover picture based upon the February Constellation Of The Month: 
Ursa Major orThe Great Bear. The new series "Brainers", by Russ Sampson, is also introduced. Rounding 
out the issue, there are a fair amount of Council-related articles such as the new Council listing, the Financial 
Statement, and the Council Meeting Minutes. 

Before we move on to the final piece of business in the editorial , a tremendous Thank You to all 
newsletter contributors: new authors and especially the regular contributors. Hats off to Larry, Alister, Russ, 
Dave, Murray, Bruce, Sharon, Terry and those folks who we may have accidentally overlooked. Well done, my 
friends. 

Please consider this message as the formal call for Starbust articles. "Starbusf'is the annual , bizarre 
April edition of this newsletter, that place where "normal" fears to tread I For those few, unacquainted folks, 
Starbust is ... fun , a chance to show us your lampooning style, your outrageous stories, lies and cheap shots. 
Now is your chance, since we are only one more (real) meeting away from the silly seasonl Feel free to call , 
write or e-mail me with any ideas, or see me after one of the meetings. If you have a "special" presentation 
that you would like to share with the Club in April , then let anyone on the Council know your plans. 
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Till next month, 
Harris. 



"BRAINERS! " 
000 

FULL MOON RISING 

Q. The full Moon is rising. Where is the Sun and what is it doing? This may sound familiar to some 

parents who have asked a similar question: uOh my God, it's a full Moon! Where is my son and what the hell 
is he doing?" 

A. For any object to appear fully illuminated, the light source must be directly opposite the object, as seen 

by the observer. In other words, the observer must be in between the light source and the object. This means 
the full Moon is always opposite the Sun, with the Earth in between. A few times each year they are in almost 
exact alignment and the shadow of the Earth falls on the full Moon producing a lunar eclipse. So the Sun 
must be on the opposite side of the sky from the full Moon . Therefore, if the full Moon is rising then the Sun 
must be setting. 

Sunlight 
) 

---Eart----il:C) ) 

Full Moon 
) 

- Russ Sampson 

(" Full Moon Rising" marks the beginning of the new series "Brainers" by Russ Sampson, which 
will be featured in upcoming issues (except April!). - Ed.) 
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THE ROYAL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF CANADA 
EDMONTON CENTRE 

STATEMENT OF CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS 
JANUARY 1st, 1997 to DECEMBER 31st, 1997 

GENERAL CASINO TOTAL 
ACCOUNT ACCOUNT 

RECEIPTS 
Memberships: 
Adult - years 1999 to 2000 $400.00 $400.00 
Adult - current year 2,210.90 2,210.90 
Youth 90.00 90.00 
Associate 40.00 40.00 
Life 129.60 129.60 
Surcharge 700.50 700.50 

Total memberships 3,571 .00 3,571.00 

Donations 31 .20 31 .20 
Interest 182.86 341.47 524.33 
Sale of calendars - net 209.60 209.60 
Other sales - net 
Loaner scopes 125.00 125.00 
T-shirts 43.70 43.70 
GST refunds 1,136.09 1,136.09 
General assembly 360.29 360.29 
Sale of Angus Reid scope 1,000.00 1,000.00 
Sale of NeXT computer 600.00 600.00 

TOTAL RECEIPTS 7,259.74 341.47 7,601 .21 

DISBURSEMENTS 

Fees remitted to National Office 0.00 0.00 
Library 231 .95 231.95 
Meetings 102.02 252.48 354.50 
Newsletter 1,581 .77 1,581 .77 
Annual dinner net 144.28 144.28 
Equipment and supplies: 

Poncet mount 18 inch scope 470.07 470.07 
Heater for 7 inch refractor 45.87 45.87 
School scopes 766.33 766.33 
11 by 80 finder for 7 inch refractor 176.55 176.55 
Computer for newsletter 5,956.69 5,956.69 
Display case in E.S.& S.C. 767.16 767.16 
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Office administration 
General expenses 
Educational activities 
Awards and donations 

TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS 

CASH SURPLUS (DEFICIT) 
Transfer 50% Stardust cost 

Subtotal 
Bank balance beginning 

Bank balance ending 

N_n·~l2.I-':'ln .. IIC ...... 
!: ...... ..."....-"' •• ,-·t,-'·' ,fI ....,.,.-," h . ,.;I .... C' .. _ ..... 

I'd' h)lln W:9 .... '""""' ..... 
I ............ J .. .... 

48.91 48.91 
8.00 8.00 

442.42 250.00 692.42 
18.73 18.73 

3,094.02 8,169.21 11 ,263.23 

4,165.72 (7,827.74) (3,662.02) 
1,101.60 (1 ,101 .60) 0.00 

5,267.32 (8 ,929.34) (3 ,662.02) 
13,905.88 24,555.68 38,461 .56 

$19,173.20 $15,626.34 $34,799.54 

- M.e.Rankin, Treasurer 

Loaner Scope 
Program 

The EDmonton Centre has four entry;-[eve[ 
telescopes available for the sma[[ rental fee 
of $10.00 per month ($2.0.00 for non
members). The~ are: an8-inch coulter Dob, 
with a nebula fifterj a 90 mm MeaDe 
refractorj two EDmunD AstroscaJ1S. Scopes are 
to be returneD at the next meeting. Tbe~ are 
complete with star maps anD a minimum of 
two e~epieces. 

please contact: 
ED Newcombe at 441-3908 
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We have had a turn of poor observing weather since I last put fingers to the keyboard, with the result 
that there has been little to report, although I did hear that Mike Hoskinson got a shot of the Jupiter-Mars 
conjunction with his new Starlite CCD camera. I'm sure that some of you got a look at Venus when it was near 
close conjunction with the Sun. I attempted to find Venus the next afternoon but was unsuccessful. 

I thought it might be a good time to include a bit of info that may be of some use to those inexperienced 
observers among us. These thoughts are only suggestions by someone who has "been there and probably 
done that", but it is certainly not the only way to go. 

Getting it Together 

Whenever we go out observing, we like to think that the session is going to be a pleasing experience 
but when it isn't, we tend to blame it on a little bad luck. Maybe it was bad luck or perhaps it was just a matter 
of poor planning. I have seen many observing sessions decimated by having the wrong equipment or resources 
available, or by a piece of equipment that won 't do the job efficiently because it is not properly maintained. 
Nobody wants to spend the time and effort to go out observing only to have these gremlins pop up and spoil 
what otherwise, could be a very enjoyable outing. 

I'm sure for most of us, the planning started shortly after we first made the decision to take up the 
hobby and there has been much written about this aspect of the process, so I will leave it to others. What I am 
concerned about is, did you get a complete package? What good is a $1000 dollar telescope if you have no 
finder on it or star charts with too few stars plotted to enable you can locate the objects position in the sky? 
I'm not saying you have to go out and spend the world to buy all those gizmos, but you should work toward 
having a complete setup. 

With a smaller pair of binoculars (7 X 50 's) , all you would require is a basic star chart to third or 
fourth magnitude, containing the brighter Messier objects. If you have large binos, a tripod would be needed 
along with a set of star charts that include some bright and dark nebulae and the brighter NGC objects. With 
a small low-end telescope , you may want the same charts as the large binos plus a set of basic eyepieces, 
costing about $50 each. If you step up to a decent 8" scope or a good smaller refractor, you would want a set 
of charts with 8 mag stars plotted (i.e. Sky Atlas 2000) and at least 3 eyepieces and a barlow costing about 
$100 each. 

If you have a larger scope you should be looking for some high end equipment: at least a 60 mm 
finder, some star charts plotted to 9 or 10 magnitude (i.e. Uranometria), and buy the best eyepieces that you 
can afford. Remember that there is no use having a high-end scope with eyepieces that can only produce 
mediocre images at the higher powers gained with the large mirror's longer focal length. 

All of these scopes require a good finder that is perfectly aligned with the main scope. My first 
choice would be a bullseye finder, i.e., a Telrad. They are easy to use and you can still use the main scope at 
low power to do your star hop. The alternative is a good straight through finder. You can get by with a 6 x 30 
finder on a small scope but a 7 x 50 would be better, and for the 8" scope the 7 x 50 is a minimum. The 10" 
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or larger scope will use a 60 mm finder with an 80 mm finder the best choice for the larger light buckets. The 
ideal setup would also include a finder with an erect image prism, which will produce an upright image so you 
don't have to read your charts upside down. 

There is much more to be said on this topic and so, like any good serial thriller, I will continue this 
later when the observing reports are scarce. 

-Larry Wood 

MAP TO THE EDMONTON CENTRE OB.lERVINC, .11TH 
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RAse MEETING DATES - 1998 

February 
March 
April 

9th 
9th 
13th 

May 
June 
Sept. 

11th 
8th 
14th 

Oct. 
Nov. 
Dec. 

, 
BLACKFOOT 
STAGING AREA 
(Deep Sky) 

WASKEHEGAN 
STAGING AREA 

5th 
9th 
14th 

Upcoming Observing Dates for 1998 at Blackfoot 

February 20 - 21 September 25 - 26 
March 20 - 21 October 23 - 24 
April 17 - 18 November 13 - 14 
August 28 - 29 December 11 - 12 
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For the benefit of those who missed last 
month's meeting, the Atlas of Venus by Catermole 
and Moore, reviewed in January's Stardust by Terry 
Nonay, is now in our library. This is one of the books 
Harris mentioned in the December Stardust that were 
sent to the Centre by Cambridge University Press for 
review and then donation. 

Plans for this year 

We are now into another "library year" and, 
consequently, into another library budget. During the 
year, George and I will be reviewing the library needs 
and making necessary purchases. Any member who 
has a purchase recommendation is asked to bring it 
to one of us for consideration. The determining factor 
in purchases is whether the book will be used by 
Centre members, and your input is valued. 

Something else I would like to accomplish this 
year is to make Centre members more aware of the 
types of information available in our library - having 
spent the last two years organizing by size and 
category, it will be a pleasure finding out what's inside 
our books. 

What I would like to do is concentrate on one 
topic each month and list the materials we have that 
deal with it. (See the discussion of "Star Charts" in 
the January Stardust.) Again , if a member would like 
to see a particular topic explored, please let us know. 
This month is George's turn , and following is his 
exploration of "Astrophotography". 

- Sharon Tansey 
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Astrophotography in the Centre library 

Ben Gendre 's slide show and talk on 
astrophotography were enjoyed by all who attended 
the January meeting. He awakened a desire in many 
amateur astronomers, to record the beauty of the 
universe as it passes overhead. His handout sheet 
lists four books on astrophotography, and the first 
two are available in your R.A.S.C. library : 
Astrophotography for the Amateur by Michael 
Covington and The Backyard Astronomer's Guide 
by Dickinson and Dyer. 

THE BACKYARD 
ASTRONOMER'S 

UIDE 



Also available is The Guide to Amateur 
Astronomy by Jack Newton and Philip Teese, featuring 
55 pages on astrophotography in this 1995 edition. 
These are very good guidebooks to steer you through 
the many stages of photography of the sky. 

Your R.A.S.C. library has a very detailed, 
technical, professional photography course book 
written by M.J. Langford, entitled Basic Photography, 
1973 edition, 376 pages. This detailed work could 
serve us best as a reference text, helping us to 
understand the details and definitions that other books 
might assume we already know and understand. 
Astrophotography is not covered in this text. 
Specializing further, we have a 1973 edition of Astro 
Filters for Observation and Astrophotography, 
published by the filter manufacturer, Optica b/c 
company of Oakland, California. This 102 page 
handbook is somewhat commercial, and only lightly 
technical, in demonstrating the practical application 
of filters that are widely available today. 

For those who would venture off the beaten 
path, like Tyler Foster, professional astronomer to be, 
now studying at the U. of A., your library has a very 
technical book, Astronomical Photometry by Henden 
and Kaitchuck of Indiana University, 1982 - 392 pages. 
Donated to the R.A.S.C.library by Rev. Cyril E. Martin, 
former, active Edmonton Centre member and 
telescope maker. This book shows how starlight is 
used to measure and study the size, age, and 
structure of a star. Just as in photography, specialized 
equipment is required in the science of Light 
Measurement. Although little was available for the 
amateur in 1982, this has improved greatly since then. 
All we need now is a book on the use of a 
spectroscope to compliment the above resource, 
reference material. 

- George Maher 

Missing! 
The projection screen belonging to the RASC 
Edmonton Centre, has been borrowed for a public 
education function such as an astronomy 
presentation to a school group, perhaps to a 
troop of scouts or brownies, or even for a star 
party event at Mount Kobau, Cypress Hills or 
good old Caroline, Alberta. Like many of your 
fellow astronomers, if you are an individual who 
sometimes forgets where they parked their car 
when grocery shopping, then please take a 
moment to complete a mental inventory. The 
Centre would greatly appreciate the return of this 
useful item, in consideration of upcoming public 
events where the screen will be required. Thanks! 

Please contact 
Ben Gendre at 475 - 0274, or 
Bruce McCurdy at 455 - 3236. 
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Take /Vote: 
THAT THE ROYAL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF CANADA, EDMONTON CENTRE HOME PAGE 
HAS MOVED AND IS AVAILABLE AT THIS NEW VRL: 

PLEASE CHANGE ALL LINKS TO THIS NEW ADDRESS AS THE OLD ONE DOES NOT EXIST 
ANYMORE. ONLY A REDIRECTOR PAGE IS AVAILABLE AT THE OLD ADDRESS NOW. 

THIS WEB SPACE IS BEING PROVIDED BY PAUL & MIKE HOSKINSON. 

THANKS GUYSI 

I 
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- Barry Nonay, WEBsite Administrator 

The Club requires a number of volunteers for two 
upcoming events. The first is an opportunity to address a 
grade 6 class of about 30 pupils on general astronomy. 
The second will require a good number of volunteers. A 

Castle Downs school is coordinating efforts to bring 
together 100 Grade 6 students for an evening of 

observing. Please contact Norma Chambers at 477 -
5783 or bye-mail at edmonton@chalsurv.com OR, 

Harris Christian at 461 - 4933. or bv e-mail at 
stardust@worldgate.com. 

I 



. .' ' . !. •• 10. 9. . • • /~ 

AHA! RELAX) BOB. IT'S JUST 
A HAIRY SPID ER CRAWLIN G ON 

THE LENS . 

.. . . ., ...... . 
'-IWII-'-' ••••• .. • • • • • 
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MINUTES OF THE RAse 
EDMONTON CENTRE 

January 26. 1998 COUNCIL MEETING 

1. Appointment of Portfolio Positions: 
Motion: To accept appointment to portfolio positions as listed (see back cover of Stardust). 
Carried. 

2. Nomination of Honorary Positions: 
Motion:To nominate Dr. Earl Milton as Honorary President of the RASC Edmonton Centre. 
Carried. 
Motion: To nominate Fr. Lucian Kemble as Honorary Member of the RASC Edmonton 
Centre. Carried unanimously. 

3. President's Remarks: 
The Councillors have been assigned backup duties to support other Council positions. 
A youth program is under consideration. 

4. Light Pollution Abatement Committee: 
Motion: To spend $60 US to purchase International Dark Skies Association slides and 
publications. Carried. 

5. Treasurer's Report: 
Mel Rankin distributed a detailed statement for 1997 to Council. 
A summary of the statement has been emailed to National Council. 
There are 150 paid up members by the end of December 1997. 

6. Public Education Update: 
The Public Education Committee will meet on February 2, 1998. 
The projector screen is still missing. There were a number of suggestions for follow-up. 

7. Equipment Director's Report: 
Sherrilyn Jahrig indicated that another case was needed for the eyepieces for the club 18" 
telescope. There was a motion passed previously for this purpose. A case is to be purchased. 

8. National Council Business: 
Motion:To provide an advance of $725 to cover the cost incurred for Richard Vanderberg 
to attend the National Council meeting on February 14, 1998. The National Council will 
reimburse most of this expense. Carried. 

9. Librarian's Report: 
Sharon Tansey reported that the first 25 years (less the 4 missing issues) have been bound. 
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10. Software Librarian's Report: 
Alister Ling is reviewing the current collection. He requested input on future directions the software 
library should take. 
Denis Boucher suggested the acquisition of some current titles as the software collection is 
starting to become dated (obsolete). 

11. Website Administrator's Report: 
Barry Nonay indicated that the web site has been moved successfully to the new location. He 
thanked Paul and Mike Hoskinson for providing space on their server. 
It has been possible to add the Microsoft FrontPage utility programs to the web server which will 
increase the functionality of the web site. 

12. Membership Secretary's Report: 
George Graham has the Club notebook computer to support his duties. 
Barry Nonay indicated that the membership database software is nearly complete. 
There was considerable discussion over the problems and advantages of allowing members to 
join the club throughout the year as opposed to the traditional September registration. Richard 
Vanderberg is to discuss this issue at the National Council meeting. In the meanwhile, new 
members will be encouraged to participate and it will be suggested that they wait until September 
to register. Further discussion on this issue tabled to the next Council meeting. 

13. New Member Advisor's Report: 
National Council has prepared a binocular observing certificate. Consequently, the Edmonton 
Centre will not be issuing a binocular observing certificate. 

14. Stardust Editor's Report: 
Harris Christian indicated that the email problems that have been plaguing the Stardust computer, 
appear to have been fixed. 
More new people need to be encouraged to write articles for the newsletter. 

15. Astronomy Workshop Update: 
St. John's School of Alberta has been booked for the workshop. 
Unfortunately, Terrence Dickinson and Alan Dyer have both cancelled as speakers for the 
workshop. Several alternatives are now under consideration. Otherwise, the workshop planning 
is on track. 

16. Future Meetings: 
March meeting will feature member talks on the solar eclipse. 
The theme for the April meeting was discussed. 
The October meeting will be held on the 5th

• 

17. Annual Banquet Update: 
Planning for the banquet is progressing. It will be held later in the year - either April or May. 

18. Old Business: 
David Prud'homme has agreed to review the bylaws. 

-Terry R. Nonay, RASC Edmonton Centre Secretary 
(Stardust Page 15) 



To: Gibbins, Howard 

Centre Contacts 
Bruce McCurdy ...... President 
Cathy MacKinnon .. New Member Advisor 
larry Wood ............ Observing Group Chair 
Norma Chambers .. Public Education 
Harris Christian ..... Stardust Editor 
Mel Rankin ............ Treasurer 
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Edmonton RASC Council 1998 
President.. ....................... Bruce McCurdy 
Vice President.. .. ........ .. ... Paul Campbell 
Past President.. .... ........... Shirlee Adamson 
Secretary ............ .. ...... .... . Terry Nonay 
Treasurer .......................... Mel Rankin 
Observing Group Chair .... larry Wood 
National Council Rep ....... Franklin loehde 
Alternate National Rep ..... Richard Vanderberg 
Stardust Editor ................. Harris Christian 
Portfolio Positions: 
StardustDistribution ........ Bob Martin & lorraine Kirby 
New Member Advisor .... .. Cathy MacKinnon 
Observing Site and 
Equipment Directors ........ Sherri & Bob Jahrig 

Councillors: 
Denis Boucher 

Ben Gendre 
Mike Hoskinson 
Ed Newcombe 

David Prud'homme 

Public Ed. Director .......... 'Norma Chambers 
Librarians .......... .......... ..... Sharon Tansey & 

George Maher 
Librarian/Software ...... .. .. .. Alister Ling 
Social Director .. .. ............. Sherry Macleod 
WEBsite Administrator ..... Barry Nonay 
Light Poll. Comm. Chair ... Howard Gibbins 

SC IE~ C E MAGIC 
EDMONTON'S LARGEST TELESCOPE DEALER PH ON E: ~·03) 452- 9100 ,. 

Featuring Celestron and Meade products . 
All catalogue items can be special ordered if not in stock. 

Drop by and see our selection of books, posters, slides, 
novelties, holograms, binoculars and telescope accessories . 

Edmonton Space & Science Centre 
1 1 21 1 - 1 42 Street 


